Abstract-B-spline multiplication, that is, finding the coefficients of the product B-spline of two given B-splines is useful as an end result, in addition to being an important prerequisite component to many other symbolic computation operations on B-splines. Algorithms for B-spline multiplication standardly use indirect approaches such as nodal interpolation or computing the product of each set of polynomial pieces using various bases. The original direct approach is complicated. B-spline blossoming provides another direct approach that can be straightforwardly translated from mathematical equation to implementation; however, the algorithm does not scale well with degree or dimension of the subject tensor product B-splines. To addresses the difficulties mentioned heretofore, we present the Sliding Windows Algorithm (SWA), a new blossoming based algorithm for the multiplication of two B-spline curves, two B-spline surfaces, or any two general multivariate B-splines.
Using the discrete B-spline representation, Morken [16] presented the first theoretically proven result for expressing the coefficients of a product B-spline in terms of the coefficients of its two factor B-splines [16, Th. 3.1] and further derived recurrence relations [16, Prop. 4 .1] that may be useful for developing an efficient algorithm for B-spline multiplication. However, these recurrence relations appear somewhat involved, and, as remarked in his paper, as well as in [15] , it is not obvious as how to obtain an efficient algorithm based on these recurrence relations. To the best of our knowledge, this discrete B-spline based approach, although theoretically appealing, has not resulted in practical algorithms for B-spline multiplication in the CAD community.
The first practical B-spline multiplication algorithm proposed in [8] is based on sampling the product by sampling each factor B-spline and indirectly forming the product B-spline using nodal interpolation. Elber and Cohen [10] further used the algorithm as a fundamental tool to symbolically query and analyze second-order differential surface properties.
Ueda [22] reported a direct approach for B-spline multiplication based on a blossom representation of B-splines, and proved its equivalence to Morken's earlier discrete B-spline approach. However, observing that computing the product B-spline coefficients directly from the blossom representation of product B-spline [15, eq. (22) ] [22, eq. (17) ] is very inefficient, Lee [15] proposed an indirect approach that converts a B-spline basis representation to a power basis representation, performs multiplication by convolving coefficients, and then converts back to B-spline basis representation via the de Boor-Fix formula [5] . As the whole process is computationally expensive, Lee developed a scheme to evaluate the coefficients of the product B-spline a group at a time by computing a chain of blossoms. Piegl and Tiller [17] , exploiting the algorithm for multiplying Bézier curves [4] , provided another indirect approach that converts B-splines via knot insertion to piecewise Bézier curves, performs Bézier multiplication, and then employs knot removal methods to convert back to the B-spline representation.
Of various algorithms for B-spline multiplication, Ueda's blossoming-based approach does not involve a basis conversion, and only uses convex affine combinations to construct new product B-spline coefficients. Although the authors prefer to use a direct method because it is constructive and stays within B-spline formulations, the original algorithm lacks efficiency and favorable scalability behavior with respect to degree and dimension (i.e., number of variables).
Several researchers (for example, [7] ) have observed that straightforward implementations of many blossoming-based B-spline algorithms are inefficient when the involved recursive blossom evaluations exhibit combinatorial characteristics, which is true for B-spline multiplication. One strategy to speed up such algorithms is an associated lookup table to reuse previous partial results of recursive blossom evaluation [22] .
However, partial result reuse alone offers limited efficiency benefits for multivariate high degree B-splines.
Tensor product splines with large numbers of variables arise in many analytical situations, and have particular use in B-spline subdivision based rational constraint solvers [13] , [21] to enable solution of many complex geometry problems. For example, 4-D B-spline multiplication is carried out for the computation of various geometric entities including, bisector surfaces [12] , bi-tangent curves and flecnodal curves [9] , accessible regions for 5-axis machining [11] , [13] , offset surface self-intersection [20] , etc. 5-D B-spline multiplication is required in the tracking of deforming surface/surface intersection [2] , and even 7-D B-spline multiplication has to be performed to find the triple-point singularity of deforming surface/surface intersection [1] .
Even with today's improved computer speeds compared to those of the 1990s when the blossoming-based direct B-spline multiplication algorithm was proposed, it would still be infeasible using that algorithm to compute the product B-spline at interactive speed for the difficult multiplication examples previously discussed. In this paper, we present the Sliding Window Algorithm (SWA), an efficient algorithm for blossoming based B-spline multiplication. In order to develop this algorithm, we reformulate the blossom representation from the one presented in [15] , [22] and carefully organize the overall computations of the coefficients of the product B-spline. Attaining interactive speeds and incurring no performance bottlenecks in all difficult situations like the previously mentioned examples, we have used this algorithm for computing coefficients of product splines. A rigorous analysis of the presented algorithm and other approaches on both efficiency and numerical stability issues is underway and will be discussed in a coming report. In this paper, we focus on presenting the form, structure, and details of the sliding windows algorithm.
II. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
Given two tensor product B-spline factors, with their defining knot vectors and control meshes, the algorithm first constructs a pair of intermediate meshes of blossom values, one for each B-spline factor. It further maintains a sliding window sub-mesh of the constructed blossom mesh, one for each factor. The blossom values in a pair of sliding windows are used to compute a control point of the product B-spline. Each control point of the product is generated by a pair of windows and between computations the windows slide in an ordered way. Fig. 1 illustrates this with a pair of windows for a particular control point for univariate B-spline multiplication.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After a brief review of the basic principles of multiplying two B-splines via blossoming in Section III, Section IV presents a reformulation of the blossoming representation of a product B-spline. Section V develops an incremental algorithm of knot subsequence enumeration. Starting at Section VI which reviews briefly general -dimensional (i.e., -variate) B-spline multiplication, we focus on the -dimensional ( -variate) case for general . Section VII constructs, for the factor B-splines, a pair of -dimensional hyper-arrays of blossom values called blossom meshes. A pair of windows of blossom submeshes is constructed in Section VIII to compute a corresponding control point of the product, and the collection of control points is computed by sliding this window pair along the blossom meshes. Finally, Section IX presents concluding comments.
III. B-SPLINE PRODUCTS VIA BLOSSOMING
This section reviews the basic blossoming principles used for multiplication of two B-spline functions, as noted in [15] and reported in detail in [22] . A general introduction to blossoming can be found in [6] , [18] , and [19] .
A degree univariate B-spline function is defined by a knot vector of nondescending knot values (1) and a series of coefficients or control points. There is a unique symmetric multi-affine function , called the blossom function of , that diagonalizes to , i.e.,
. By the dual functional property [22] , the control points of B-spline are the blossom values of evaluated on an order collection of knot sequences (2) Each sequence at which is evaluated in (2) has length and is called a or abbreviated as in this paper. Each -seq in (2) is constructed from the knot vector (1) by deleting knots from its two ends only. To emphasize this characteristics, such a -seq is called a -seq of the knot vector. For example, the (3)-seq is not a (3)-seq of the knot vector , but it is a (3)-seq of the refined knot vector (by inserting another knot into the original knot vector). Now, consider a second B-spline function (with blossom ) of degree , with knot vector (3) and control points (i.e., blossom values of evaluated at -seq of the knot vector) (4) Assuming and , the product of and is another B-spline function of degree , with knot vector (5) where , for some and such that . By the dual functional property, the control points of the product B-spline are the blossoms of evaluated on -sequences of the product knot vector (5) . The blossom of product B-spline is related to the blossoms of its two factor B-splines by [22, eq. (17) ] and [15, eq. (22)] (6) where the summation runs over all -subsets , and complementary -subsets of the set . In (6), one evaluation of the blossom at a -seq of the product B-spline, is expanded to evaluations of blossom at -sequences, and of blossom at -sequences, where each pair of a -seq and the complementary -seq forms a partition (regarding sequences as sets) of the -seq. Since the -seq and the -seq are both subsequences of the -seq, they are also called -subsequence and -subsequence in the context of this partition.
Note that, in (6) , the blossom at a -seq generally does not evaluate to the control point of the factor B-spline , because the considered -seq is generally not a -seq of the knot vector of . However, because of the multi-affine property of , the evaluation can be recursively performed, ultimately resulting in certain affine combination of the blossom values of at -sequences of the original knot vector, that is, certain affine combination of control points of . Similar recursive procedure applies to the evaluation of blossom at any -seq in (6) (cf. Algorithms 3 and 4). This is basically the approach used by Ueda [22] , which he augmented by using a strategy of partial result reuse with lookup table. However, as observed by Lee [15] , this implementation is inefficient due to its combinatorial characteristics.
IV. REFORMULATION OF B-SPLINE MULTIPLICATION
Now, we provide a reformulation of the blossom representation of product B-splines that allows significant reduction in the number and complexity of blossoms computed and thus enables a faster algorithm. (To our best knowledge, this has neither been observed and nor used in the specific context for B-spline multiplication.)
A. Product B-Spline Represented in Multisubsets of Multisets
Since each internal breakpoint comes from one of the factors, its multiplicity must be increased by or to preserve the correct order of continuity. Hence, every breakpoint has multiplicity greater than 1. Therefore, (6) enumerates all multisubsets of a multiset. Using superscript of a knot value to denote the same knot value repeated times, the product knot vector (5) can be rewritten as (7) Equation (6) can be reformulated by enumerating all the -sequences (and the complementary -sequences) as multisubsets of the given -seq as a multiset; specifically [ and , cf. (7)] (8) where the weight is the number of ways of partitioning the -set into a -subset and its complementary -subset that is
The summation in (8) runs over all such partitions. Example 1: Let the first factor B-spline (with blossom ) of degree 2 be defined by the knot vector (10) and a sequence of 4 control points, , values of on the corresponding (2)-sequences (11) That is, , , , and . Similarly, let the second factor B-spline (with blossom of and degree of 3) be defined by the knot vector and a sequence of 6 control points, , values of on the corresponding (3)-sequences
The product, (with blossom ), has degree , and is defined by the knot vector Its 13 control points, , are computed by evaluating the blossom on the corresponding (5)-sequences For example, the seventh control point of the product is . Using (6) , it is evaluated as where all 's ( , 2) and all 's ( , 2, 3) are the values and , respectively. Using (8) (12) where the weights are computed from basic combinatorial formula. For example, the first term has a weight of because the considered subsequence is formed by choosing 2 's from a total of 2 's in , and choosing no (i.e., 0) 's from a total of 3 's in . Notice that, on the right-hand side of (12), , , and are not (2)-sequences of the knot vector of , and must be expanded as affine combinations of (2)-sequences of 's knot vector, so that , , and can ultimately evaluate to affine combinations of control points of . Analogously, , and evaluate to affine combinations of control points of . For a detailed description, see Algorithms 3 and 4.
B. Reducing Combinatorial Complexity
The number of -subsets of a set with cardinality is (13) with lower bounds [14] 
That is, if (6) is used directly to compute a control point of the product, blossoms of at least , subsequences are evaluated. In addition, the sequences necessary for recursively evaluating the blossoms of the -sequences must also be evaluated.
If (8) is used instead, the total number of distinct -sequences (and complementary -sequences) of a -seq can be shown to be less than (15) where is the maximal order of continuity across all breakpoints of the product B-spline of degree . Notice that although the degrees of B-splines could increase for each application of B-spline multiplication , the maximal continuity of B-splines involved will stay the same or decrease. Actually, is typically two or three as in the automotive industry, and one in other manufacturing industry. Therefore, (15) effectively ensures a polynomial complexity. Furthermore, it can be shown that the upper bound is constant or linear for many commonly occurring cases of B-spline multiplication. Due to page limits, please refer to [3] for details. In this paper, we focus on presenting the form, structure, and details of the sliding windows algorithm.
V. INCREMENTALLY ENUMERATE KNOT SUBSEQUENCES
In this section, we develop an algorithm for enumerating -subsequences (and the complementary -subsequences) of a -seq of the product vector. The consecutive enumeration with respect to consecutive -sequences of the product vector is generated incrementally. The incremental enumeration ultimately results in a pair of ordered lists, one for -subsequences, and one for -subsequences, which is used later for the computation of product B-spline control points.
A. Enumeration of Subsequences of a -Sequence
Computing a control point of the product B-spline by (8), or equivalently, computing the blossom at the corresponding -seq, the blossoms of the two factors must be evaluated at a collection of -sequences and -sequences, each of which is a subsequence of the -seq of the product vector. Thus, subset enumeration is an essential operation. With the details of the ordering discussed in Section V-C, the following algorithm generates subsequences of a given sequence in an ordered way. The algorithm is presented for easy illustration. 
End

B. Enumeration of Subsequences of All -Sequences
Even though at first glance it seems that each time (8) is used to compute a new control point of the product, Algorithm 1 must be applied to enumerate all the subsequences. a performance enhancement is readily available by observing that the subsequence enumerations of two neighboring -sequences share most of their subsequences, and their corresponding weights as well. This is true simply because the two neighboring -sequences shift only one position with respect to the product knot vector. Specifically: 1) Consider any -subsequence of the current -seq . If , then it is still a valid -subsequence of the next -seq of the product vector, which is (16) Furthermore, by (9) , the associated weight is updated simply by a scale factor of (17) Note that the next -seq of the product vector in (16) The associated weight is initialized by a direct computation of (9) Finally, Algorithm 2 below gives the details on incrementally enumerating all subsequence pairs (one for each factor) for each -seq of the product knot vector, where each enumerated subsequence is further tagged with an associated weight. Fig. 2 illustrates a snapshot of output of the algorithm. , by setting the first interval to be the whole with its only sequence tagged with weight , and the second interval to be the whole with its only sequence tagged with weight 1, respectively. 2) Append to 3) Append to . 4) While a) Update using (16); b) For each -seq in the weighted interval , set its associated weight to 0 if it is not a valid -subsequences of ; else, scale by (17) . c) Append to all new -sequences, as subsequences of and generated by (18) . d) Expand the interval by sliding forward its right end to that of . Each new element in is also tagged by a weight that is computed by (9) . e) Shrink the interval by sliding forward its left end to the first tagged f) Apply the same procedure (steps (b), (c), (d), and (e)) to and . However, weights are not scaled, only zeroed if necessary. 
End
C. Reverse Lexicographic Order of Enumerated Subsequences
Although subset enumeration is a classical topic in combinatorial algorithms; the detailed Algorithm 1 is given to illustrate the specific order of the resulting enumeration.
In the recursive algorithm, Algorithm 1, the loop control variable is in ascending order, and the corresponding output is in the form of (cf. the last line of Algorithm 1; therefore, if each of the enumerated sequence is reversed (i.e., for example turned into ), the enumeration would be in lexicographic order with respect to the alphabet that consists of distinct ascending knots. We call this reverse lexicographic order. Furthermore, Algorithm 2 iterates -sequences using (16), which also adds knots of higher alphabet values to the rightmost side instead of to the leftmost side, and thus has the same property. In conclusion, Algorithms 1 and 2 generate enumerations of both the -sequences and the two subsequences in reverse lexicographic order (cf. Fig. 2 and Example 2).
D. Reverse Pairing of Knot Sequences of Two Factor B-Splines
In Algorithm 2, subsequence enumeration for is independent from that for . It follows the same procedure, except that the associated weights assume values of either 1 or 0, indicating whether or not the sequence is really a subsequence of the -seq of the product knot vector, respectively. It is necessary to pair -sequences with -sequences so each pair forms a partition of the -seq. By Algorithm 2, each -seq of the product knot vector is partitioned into a -seq and a complementary -seq in multiple ways, with all the possible -sequences forming an interval of , and all the possible -sequences forming another interval of . Because of the reverse lexicographic order of both and , the first -seq in must be paired with the last -seq in to make a -seq, and the process proceeds recursively with the rest -sequences and -sequences that are not paired yet while skipping invalid subsequences (i.e., those with 0 weights). Fig. 2 illustrates this reverse pairing. Finally, we conclude this section with a detailed example.
Example 2: Algorithm 2 is applied to Example 1. Recall that the knot vectors of , , and are , , and , respectively. Iterations 1, 2, 6, and 7 are shown with output (cf. Fig. 2 ) 1) list of (5)-seq generated so far 2) list of (2)-seq generated so far 3) current weighted interval of , for the current (5)-seq that is the last element of 4) list of (3)-seq generated so far 5) the current weighted interval of , for the current (5)-seq For example, Algorithm 2 proceeds to Iteration 7 from Iteration 6 as follows:
Step 4(a) of the algorithm updates the current (5)-seq from to . Refer to the first case in (16) where and .
Step 4(b) does not zero any weights, as the valid (2)-subsequences from iteration 6 are still valid; however, Step 4(b) updates all three weights, e.g., for the (2)-seq , and , so by the second case of (17), , and the new weight is scaled to 1.
Step 4(c) & 4(d) generate no new (2)-subsequences as a valid (2)-subsequence cannot have its end knot with multiplicity 3 [cf. the first case of (18)]. Thus, the right end of the interval stay the same. By Step 4(b), the left end of the interval stay the same as well.
Step 4(b), 4(c), 4(d), and 4(e) are repeated for the (3)-sequences. The (3)-seq from iteration 6 is not a valid subsequence of the current (5)-seq , and thus its weight is zeroed, and consequently the left end of the interval slides forward by two steps to the first valid (3)-seq (notice that no scaling of the weight is required this time). Finally, a new (3)-seq is added, and consequently, the right end of the interval slides forward by one step.
These output lists are used to compute the control points of the product. For example, according to the output of iteration 7, and by the reverse pairing property which is seen in (12) 
VI. MULTIPLICATION OF -DIMENSIONAL B-SPLINES
Algorithm 2 in Section V-B is best understood for univariate B-spline functions. However, it works for -variate or -dimensional tensor product B-spline functions as well, when the focus is on any single direction or dimension. In this more general setting, a sequence of the knot vector in the considered dimension, corresponds to a slice of control points. Algorithm 2 must be applied times, once for each dimension, and then the resulting list pairs are combined for the purpose of computing the blossoms at various -tuples of sequences of the product knot vector. But first, in this section, we need to briefly review multiplication of 2 -dimensions B-splines of general dimension . Suppose and are 2-D (i.e., bivariate) tensor product B-splines. Assume that the product knot vector in the second dimension is (19) and the degrees of the first factor, the second factor and the product are , and , respectively, for , 2. The multidimensional analogy to (8) is where and the summation takes over all , . Similar equations exist for the multiplication of tensor product B-splines of any general dimensions .
VII. COMPUTE BLOSSOM MESHES OF FACTOR B-SPLINES
To multiply 2 -dimensional B-splines, Algorithm 2 must be applied times, once for each dimension. For each , the algorithm generates , a list of -sequences with respect to the th dimension knot vector of the first factor where is 's degree in the th direction. Taking the such lists as vectors and iteratively forming tensor product yields an -dimensional array, each element of which is a tuple of subsequences . In this section, we evaluate the blossom of at all such sequence tuples, therefore construct an -dimensional array of blossom values, called a blossom mesh of . Of course, another blossom mesh of is analogously constructed.
A. Knot Sequences as Convex Affine Combinations
A method to recursively evaluate a blossom value of on a -seq, , of B-spline is to recursively expand into an affine combination of other 2 -sequences until all the final -sequences are -sequences of 's knot vector and thus correspond to control points of . For the sake of the discussion that follows, we also call an affine combination of 2 knot -sequences into another one interpolation. If is a sequence of 's knot vector, then no interpolation is required. Otherwise, let , where and consist of consecutive knots from the original knot vector of , while does not. Further, let be the left neighbor knot to in 's original knot vector of nondescending knots, and, respectively, be the right neighbor knot to , then can be expressed as an convex affine combination of and Consequently, the left and right interpolating -sequences and are and . The detailed algorithm, based on multiplicity knot vector representation, is shown in Algorithm 3 below.
Without delving into a detailed description, one final comment on the comparison of the above algorithm with the approach in [22] , where, in our notation, the interpolating right knot is the right neighbor of the , i.e., the leftmost matched string, instead of , i.e., the rightmost matched string. Although there will not be any significant performance difference if associated table is used to store and retrieve the intermediate result, our method typically does have fewer levels of recursion. 
B. Constructing Blossom Meshes
In the previous subsection, a -seq is expanded to a convex affine combination of two other -sequences, which are recursively expanded until reaching an expression of convex affine combinations of -sequences of the original knot vector of . There is a dual statement of evaluating blossoms to an expression of affine combinations of control points of . Specifically, by the affine property of blossom (20) where denotes any knot sequences in all dimensions other than the one being considered. Notice that, for the 1-D case, the equation represents an interpolation of two blossom values into the one to be evaluated, and the two interpolating blossom values have to be recursively evaluated, ultimately from the control points of . For a general -dimensional case, (20) represents an interpolation of two slices-that is, dimensional arrays of blossom values-into the one slice corresponding to the knot sequence (cf. Fig. 2 ), which means that the same interpolation is applied to each corresponding triple of blossom values of the 3 involved slices. Such an interpolation of slices are carried out iteratively for all dimensions, ultimately resulting an -dimensional array of blossom values, all of which are evaluated at -tuples of subsequences as generated by Algorithm 2. 
End
VIII. SLIDING WINDOWS ALGORITHM
The algorithms presented construct a pair of -dimensional arrays, i.e., meshes of blossom values of and that are evaluated at -sequences and -sequences, respectively. Since these subsequences are the ones that appear in the right hand side of (8) for computation of control points of the product , it is now possible to compute each control point of the product directly by (8) . Furthermore, because of the consistent reverse lexicographic orderings of -sequences of the product knot vector, -subsequences, and -subsequences, in conjunction with the associated weighted sequence intervals corresponding to each -seq, we are able to compute the product B-spline control points one by one in a natural linear order, while iterating correspondingly in a linear way on the blossom meshes.
First, we order elements in various -dimensional arrays considered in this paper, in a natural way, by numbers that correspond to their multi-indices . Then, each control point can be computed from a pair of windows, that is, constructed from copies of 1-D interval pairs as computed by Algorithm 2, and that is used to access sub-arrays of the blossom meshes, respectively. Due to the reverse pairing property as discussed in Section V-D for 1-D case, blossom values in the first window are paired with those in the second window in a reverse linear order where the linearity in the -dimensional case is specified as above.
Details are shown in Algorithm 5, and illustrated in Fig. 4 . We conclude this section with a simple numerical example of running SWA.
Example 4: Consider multilinear functions
Taking all the second-order partial derivatives of the squared function will yield constant functions as follows:
(21) Using blossoming principle, these multilinear functions are easily represented by multidimensional B-splines of any degrees, with appropriate knot vectors and control points. For example, the trilinear function is the diagonalization of Therefore, if the same knot vector is chosen for all three dimensions, the quadratic trivariate B-spline that represents would have control points etc. The multiplication (i.e., , and ) can be consequently implemented by SWA. The differentiation in (21) is another typical B-spline symbolic operation. If there were not numerical error, the control points of the final B-spline that represents should all be exactly 2, or 4 and 8 for the other two cases. With uniform integer knot vectors and degrees that are powers of 2, the mathematical function , and can be exactly represented by B-spline functions (for example, the machine representation of the control point 1.875 is exact), therefore, the maximal deviation of the final control points from 
IX. CONCLUSION
We have presented the Sliding Windows Algorithm (SWA) for direct B-spline multiplication, based on blossoming representation of B-splines. The algorithm is motivated by the efficiency issue of NURBS symbolic computation involving B-splines of high degrees and especially high dimensions, which we believe is a current trend in the CAD community due to the increasing demand on tasks beyond simple modeling, including especially inquiry, analysis and verification of the modeled curves/surfaces. Future works include detailed efficiency and numerical stability comparison of the various B-spline multiplication algorithms, and possible hardware acceleration strategies for the actual implementation of the sliding windows algorithm.
